Shamir’s Freeform Family
®

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Autograph II® gives your patients a lens that’s personalized to their optical measurements and prescription needs.
These parameters are integrated into a state-of-the-art computation process using EyePoint Technology® and
Prescriptor® software, which specifically calculate lenses for the wearer before the final production process. There is a
whole lot of technology that goes into each Autograph II® lens. Not only is it available in fitting heights from 11mm
and up, but each Autograph II® design is made to fit the patient’s lifestyle.
Additional Info:				
Available in 5 lifestyle designs			
Available in variable and fixed designs

Fitting Height:
11mm and up & Single Vision

Spectrum™ gave us the opportunity to widen the reading area and corridor width to provide more
comfortable vision zones for your patients. How wide are they? Compared to Element™, we’ve been able to
increase the width by up to 20% (now that’s wide). But wait, we’re not done. What’s vision without stability?
Unstable. So our R&D team decided that patients deserved a little more power stability in the far vision zone.
Did we mention that Spectrum™ features all these upgrades in a soft design?
Additional Info:				
Available in 2 designs			
					

Fitting Height:
14mm, 16mm, 18mm
Single Vision

With Element™ your patients get a semi-personalized progressive lens made just for them. So what does
semi-personalized mean? Well, Element™ doesn’t have all the same bells and whistles that Autograph II® does,
but the design is still personalized based on some of the patients own measurements (Rx, PD, seg height, frame
measurements) and the design and Rx are still on the back-surface of the lens. It’s a reasonably priced alternative to
the Autograph II® that still allows for a semi-personalized lens, created to the highest level of optical accuracy.
Additional Info:				
Available in 1 design			

Fitting Height:
16mm & 19mm

Relax™, is our latest Freeform® design, created to provide single vision and pre-presbyopic patients a solution for
visual fatigue. Yes, this Fatigue Relief lens provides patients just enough ADD Power in the lower portion of the lens
to ease the strain felt by prolonged accommodation. With Relax™, patients’ lens accommodations will be reduced
by up to 30%. If your single vision patients weren’t fully energized at the end of a long day before, they will be with
Relax™.
Additional Info:				
Available in 1 design			

Fitting Height:
Single Vision (16mm)
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EYEPOINT TECHNOLOGY®
DIRECT LENS TECHNOLOGY®
BACK-SURFACE DESIGN
FREEFORM® MANUFACTURING
WIDER FIELDS OF VISION
SINGLE VISION
RCPV® REWARDS
AS-WORN TECHNOLOGY™

*

FREEFRAME TECHNOLOGY™
CUSTOMIZED FITTING HEIGHT
MULTIPLE LIFESTYLE DESIGNS
VARIABLE DESIGNS
* Excludes Autograph II - Office™, which utilizes additional work space measurements.
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SHAMIR’S FREEFORM FAMILY
®

• Optical accuracy up to 1/100 diopters

• Designed with EyePoint Technology®

• 20% wider fields of vision

• Created with Direct Lens Technology™

• Rx and design on back-surface
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